We present VLA microwave observations of 14 late-type dwarf and subgiant stars and binary systems. In this extensive set of observations we detected four sources at 6 cm (x 1 Ori, UV Cet, YY Gem, and Wolf 630AB) and found low upper limits for the remaining stars. The microwave luminosities of the nondetected F-K dwarfs are as small as 10 2 those of the dMe stars. The detected emission is slowly variable in all cases and is consistent with gyroresonant emission from thermal electrons spiraling in magnetic fields of about 300 gauss if the source sizes are as large as R/R+ Ä 3-4. This would correspond to magnetic fields that are probably in the range 10 3 -10 4 gauss at the photospheric level. These photospheric field strengths are somewhat larger than have been observed so far in G-K dwarfs. An alternative mechanism is gyrosynchrotron emission from a relatively small number of electrons (only 10" 3 the number of ambient electrons) with effective temperature, r eff >10 8 K. This mechanism is consistent with much smaller and presumably more reahstic source sizes. Observations of YY Gem (dMle + dMle) at a number of phases are consistent with maximum but variable microwave flux at the same phase as maximum plage and central meridian passage of a large starspot on the secondary star. If confirmed by subsequent observations, this provides the first direct evidence that the emission process is magnetic in character on dMe stars.
I. INTRODUCTION
While the solar microwave spectrum has been used as a powerful tool for understanding the solar corona for many years, observations of quiescent microwave emission from the coronae of late-type dwarf stars has been precluded by the limited sensitivity and angular resolving power of single-dish radio telescopes. and Hjellming and Gibson (1980) have reviewed the different types of stellar microwave sources detected as of that time, consisting of close binary systems, flare stars when flaring, and stars with extensive winds and circumstellar envelopes. In their survey of 136 stars at 5 and 10.69 GHz, Altenhoff et al. (1976) detected no dwarf stars with fluxes greater than their upper limit of 5 mly. Subsequently, Johnson and Cash (1980) searched for 6 cm emission from six late-type dwarf stars with the partially completed VLA, but obtained only upper limits at the 1 mJy level. Also Bowers and Kundu (1981) detected no sources among the six late-type dwarfs and 1 Staff Member, Quantum Physics Division, National Bureau of Standards. 2 Now at California Institute of Technology. subgiants they surveyed down to noise levels of 0.5 -2 mJy. Gary and Linsky (1981, hereafter Paper I) were the first to detect quiescent microwave emission from latetype dwarfs using the newly completed VLA at 6 cm. They detected x 1 Ori (GO V) as a 0.60 + 0.27 mJy source and UV Get (M5.5e V + M5.6e V)as a 1.55 + 0.27 mJy source. They also set upper limits 3 as small as 0.21 mJy on four other dwarf stars. Subsequently, Topka and Marsh (1982) detected quiescent 6 cm emission from both components of EQ Peg (dM3.5e + dM4.5e), and Fisher (1982) detected YZ CMi (M4.3e V) and confirmed quiescent emission from UV Cet (M5.5e V) at 6 and 20 cm. All of these sources were detected by the VLA. We now present a number of additional detections and upper limits that should provide a larger data basis with which to discuss the emission mechanism and the extent of this class of coronal microwave sources. A preliminary version of this paper was presented by Gary, Linsky, and Bulk (1983) . Thompson et al. 1980 .) Our observations were mainly at 6 cm but in some cases also at 2 cm and 20 cm. Except for one subgiant, these stars are all late-type dwarfs chosen on the basis that they are strong X-ray sources, ultraviolet sources, have detected magnetic fields, and/or are young ( <10 9 years). Typical integration times of 2-4 hours using the full VLA in the B, C, or hybrid arrays yielded 3 a detection criteria as low as 0.2 mJy at 6 cm. We list in Table 1 a summary of the properties of the stars observed including X-ray fluxes (f x ) and luminosities (L x ), mostly from Vaiana et al (1981) , age estimates {t) derived from lithium equivalent widths (Duncan 1981) , binary separations, and whether photospheric magnetic fields have been detected (Robinson, Worden, and Harvey 1980; Marcy 1983) .
Listed in Table 2 is a summary of the data for the four sources that were detected in this program. Of this group x 1 Ori is the only detected source not of spectral type M. In Paper I we reported x 1 Ori as a steady 0.60 + 0.27 mJy emitter on 1980 October 2. We have reobserved this source twice and have reexamined the original data set for time variability. As shown in Table  2 , we now find that x 1 Ori was weaker than 0.5 mJy for the first hour of observing on 1980 October 2, and then was fairly steady at about 1.1 mJy for the next 2 hours. On 1981 August 22 it was not detected ( < 0.3 mJy) despite 6 hours integration, but the star was probably detected again in a 2 hour integration on 1981 October 16 as a 0.3 ± 0.2 mJy source.
We detected UV Get as a somewhat variable source at about 1.5 mJy with a large amount of circular polarization on each of the four times that this source was observed. Fisher (1982) , observing with the VLA in the B array (resolution -171), found a similar quiescent flux level from this star as well as evidence for flares superposed on this quiescent level. When both stars are sources of emission, the angular separation ( ~ 2") between UV Cet (L726-8B) and the primary star (L726-8A) is sufficient to determine which star is the emitter at 6 cm in the C array (synthesized beam width -378). Gary, Linsky, and Bulk (1982) , for example, were able to show that on 1981 October 16 the quiescent 6.4 (7) <1.2(7) <1.7(7) 1.7(7)
3.6(7) <1.4 (7) 9.7(7) < 6.0 (13) 13 (14) <2.2(14) < 3.6 (13) 3.6 (13) 1.1(13) 1.6(13) 1.5(13) 8.2(13) 2.3 (13) < 5.2(13) 4.7 (14) 4.1(14) 3.9(14) 2.9(14) 2.3 (14) 3.4 (14) 1.1 (14) 2.5(13) < 9.8 (12) 6.7 (13) a 2 cm. b Variable flux. °20 cm. d Some flaring. emission was predominantly from UV Cet, but the flare occurred on the primary star L726-8A.
The well-known eclipsing spectroscopic binary system YY Gem was observed on six occasions and detected on five. There is no evidence for flaring in these data, but rather there are slow variations on a time scale of hours. For example, on 1981 August 22 the flux steadily decreased by a factor of 2 in 2 hours. We reobserved YY Gem many times to search for any orbital phase dependence in this 0.8143 day eclipsing system (Bopp 1974) . The 6 cm flux data are plotted in Figure 1 with respect to phase, where zero phase corresponds to the secondary star eclipsing the primary. Although our incomplete phase coverage does not show unambiguously a particular phase dependence, the largest microwave flux appears at phases 0.52-0.75, near the phase of a long-lived starspot and the brightest plage region. We will return to this point in § III c.
Wolf 630AB is another spectroscopic binary system consisting of two flare stars that are likely spotted and are very strong X-ray emitters. This system was detected in four of our five observations. No obvious flaring was observed during these observations, but rather a quiescent flux was observed that varies from day to day. The high degree of circular polarization occasionally observed is similar to that generally seen in the UV Get data.
Finally in Table 3 we summarize the 6 cm flux upper limits for 10 stars. For half of these stars we are confident in placing 3 a upper limits of 0.2 mJy on the basis of inspecting cleaned maps for typically 2-4 hours integration.
in. DISCUSSION
This survey of 14 dwarf and subgiant late-type stars is the most comprehensive to date in a very young field. Despite the limited size of our sample, we feel that some interesting trends are beginning to emerge that should be tested and extended in subsequent work.
a) Variability
The only star that has been consistently detected is UV Cet. All other stars that we observed as microwave sources were sometimes detected and sometimes not. This suggests that any of the 10 stars listed in Table 3 could have detectable microwave emission at times of high activity. dMe stars.-It is clear that dMe stars in our sample are slowly variable quiescent microwave sources in addition to exhibiting the rapidly variable flare emission previously detected by less sensitive radio telescopes. We detected 6 cm emission from the UV Cet system on each of four occasions, from YY Gem on five of six occasions, and from Wolf 630 AB on four of five occasions. In addition, both components of EQ Peg and YZ CMi were previously detected by others as quiescent microwave sources. Outside of impulsive flares, these systems are probably all variable on time scales of hours, 5 as clearly indicated by our 1981 August 22 observation of YY Gem. Included in Table 2 Figure 2 shows the variations in flux from the L726-8 system during a 6 hr observation (Gary, Linsky, and Dulk 1982) , and demonstrates the type of variability possible. The flare emission from 0655 to 0710 UT is from the primary L726-8A, but the emission at other times is from UV Cet. Most of the variation is probably due to low-level flaring, but we interpret the quiet period after about 0900 UT and most of the LH (left-hand circularly polarized) flux after 0710 UT as quiescent emission at -1.5 mJy-an interpretation consistent with the flux from UV Cet never having been observed to fall below ~ 1 mJy.
F-K stars.-While 11 nearby dwarf and subgiant systems of spectral type F8-K7 have been observed for extended periods, only x 1 Ori (GO V) was detected as a 6 cm source. This source is also variable, but while the variations seen thus far are puzzling, they are not characteristic of flares. The flux was steady (within our measurement errors) at 1.1 ±0.2 mJy for 2 hours on 1980 October 2, whereas no source was detected (upper limit 0.5 mJy) the previous hour. (e Eri), and < 2.8 X10 12 (61 Cyg AB), and considerably smaller than the luminosities of x 1 Ori and the dMe stars. This is true despite many of the nondetected stars possessing characteristics in common with x 1 Ori, such as youth and large X-ray emission, and several having detected magnetic fields.
b) Emission Mechanisms
In Paper I we argued that thermal bremsstrahlung from the hot coronal plasma cannot explain the observed 6 cm emission from x 1 Ori and UV Cet. Included in Tables 2 and 3 are predicted 6 cm bremsstrahlung fluxes, using equation (1) < 2.9(7) <1.3(7) < 8.1(6) < 8.1(6) < 6.1(7) <1.8(7) < 4.0(6) <1.4(6) < 5.8(13) < 3.0(13) <1.7(14)
< 6.5(14) < 2.2(13) <1.1 (13) <1.1(13) < 7.6(13) < 2.7(13) < 3.9(12) < 2.8 (12) Time ( fluxes (see Table 1 ). The observed 6 cm fluxes always exceed these predicted values, often by large factors. Thus another emission mechanism is needed. We proposed in Paper I gyrorésonance emission by thermal electrons gyrating in coronal magnetic fields on the basis of solar analogy (e.g., Pallavicini, Sakurai, and Vaiana 1981 ; Felli, Lang, and Willson 1981), evidence for stellar magnetic fields, and model calculations which show that for photospheric magnetic fields of only 1000-2000 gauss the coronae of these stars will be optically thick in several harmonics of the gyrofrequency well beyond the photospheric radius. Also, the gyrorésonance process naturally explains the significant net circular polarization seen for UV Cet and Wolf 630AB.
With the better understanding of source fluxes and polarization provided by Table 2 , we now reexamine possible causes of the emission. A useful quantity for this discussion is 
where R* is the stellar photospheric radius, R Q is the solar photospheric radius, T h is the brightness temperature of the source, ^ cm (mJy) is the observed 6 cm flux or upper limit, and d is the stellar distance in parsecs. For optically thick emission from a Maxwellian distribution of electrons, T h = ^CORí the coronal temperature. When T <c 1, 7), = tT^qr; and when r > 1 but the emission is from a non-Maxwellian distribution of electrons, T h = Gt> the effective temperature of the emitting electrons. The stellar photospheric radii used in equation (1) and fisted in Table 1 are derived from Bames-Evans angular diameters (see Linsky et al 1979) and distances, but refer to an equivalent single star for the binary systems. Since the individual components in these systems are similar in spectral type, their radii are roughly 0.7 that of the equivalent single star. Optically thick gyrorésonance emission.-This is the mechanism suggested in Paper I, in which T b may be replaced with T CO r-The values of (R/R*) 2 !), fisted in Table 2 are large, and require temperatures T CO r ä 10 8 K and R « R* in many cases, or alternatively R~3R i ' and 7^ = r CO R Ä 10 7 K. In either case these temperatures are presumed to apply to most of the stellar corona. In Paper I we suggested that sources of radius R «1.4 R* were to be expected when large fractions of the stellar photosphere are covered with 1000-2000 gauss magnetic fields, but even with a source this large, a No. 2, 1983 temperature ^COR « 10 8 K is required to account for the -1 mJy quiescent flux from UV Cet.
A few estimates of coronal temperatures for active dwarf stars are now becoming available from analyses of the Einstein data. For example, Swank (1981) estimated ^cor = 3-5 XlO 6 K for most of the coronal emission measure in tt 1 UMa (GO V) using the SSS. If this temperature range is appropriate for x 1 Ori, a GO V star of similar age, then R/R+ = 3.6-4.6 when the star was detected on 1980 October 2. If gyrorésonance emission was responsible, then our analysis in Paper I requires unreahstic photospheric fields in the 11-20 kilogauss range. However, for S 6 cm = 0.3 mJy on 1981 October 16, we would estimate R/R* =1.8-2.4, consistent with more realistic photospheric fields of 2000-4300 gauss. These photospheric magnetic field estimates were made on the basis of an r~2 radial falloff to 300 gauss in the source region, required for 4.9 GHz gyrorésonance emission at the sixth harmonic of the gyrofrequency (see Paper I). We note that two stars have small upper limits on (R/R*) 2 r COR : a Tri (< 6.5 XlO 6 ) and £ Boo AB (<8.lXl0 6 ), suggesting that their coronae are optically thin at 6 cm, or that typical photospheric fields are less than 2000 gauss, or that higher strength fields cover less than half the stellar surface.
Gyrosynchrotron emission.-The source sizes and photospheric field strengths for x 1 Ori on 1980 October 2 required for gyrorésonance emission are somewhat hard to justify. This star has a rotational velocity (10 km s -1 ) that is too large to permit meaningful magnetic field measurements with present techniques, but no G-K dwarf star studied to date (cf. Marcy 1983) shows evidence for magnetic fields in the 11-20 kilogauss range. Using the X-ray temperature 6.5XlO 6 K corresponding to most of the coronal emission measure for Wolf 630 (Swank and Johnson 1982) , we again require R/R* « 2.4-3.9, corresponding to fields of 4360-13,000 gauss on different observing days. Therefore the problem exists for this source also.
The problem could be resolved if the relevant temperature for the microwave emission were T h > 10 8 K. Such temperatures may not be unreahstic because in the solar wind, for example, Bulk (private communication) has found that the background electron distribution, given by Lin et al. (1981) , can be fitted with three temperature components of T«10 5 ,10 7 , and 2XlO 8 K, with density ratios h 7 /h 5 «10~4 and az 8 /« 5 »10 -7 . If a multitemperature distribution is typical in the solar wind, then a similar situation quite likely occurs in stellar coronae. To explore this possibility, let us assume that the electron distribution in stellar coronae is a bi-Maxwellian with a low-temperature component 7\«6X10 6 K, in agreement with X-ray estimates, and a high-temperature component T 2 > T l . Then the value of T 2 and the ratio of densities n(T 1 )/n(T l ) can be estimated. The emission measure for Wolf 630AB at T = 6.5 X10 6 K is EM « 10 51 cm -3 (Swank and Johnson 1982) , from which niT^ « 3 X10 9 L~1 5 , where L is the diameter of the X-ray source expressed in stellar radii (0.68 R 0 for Wolf 630, treating the binary system as a single star) and is probably close to unity. The microwave emission very likely occurs higher in the corona than the X-ray emission, so we estimate «(7\)«10 8 cm~3, which is likely correct within an order of magnitude.
If the high-temperature component T 2 >10 8 K, then the gyrorésonance approximation (s 2 ßo see Paper I) no longer correctly accounts for the emission, and we must instead use corresponding formulae for gyrosynchrotron emission from mildly relativistic electrons. As a practical matter, this change occurs for s 2 T ~ 6X 10 9 K. Melrose, Dulk, and White (1979) give the appropriate expression for the highest optically thick harmonic s* of the gyrofrequency (f B ) as
where n l0 is the electron density in units of 10 10 cm -3 , L 8 is the scale length for the emission (in this case the scale length of the magnetic field) in units of 10 8 cm, B 2 is the magnetic field strength in units of 10 2 gauss, T% is the temperature in units of 10 8 K, and Q is the angle between the line of sight and the magnetic field. In order for emission at, say, the tenth harmonic to be optically thick, we require
where we have used B 2 = 2 (appropriate for 4.9 GHz emission at s=f/f B =10), n{T 2 ) = (n%/n 1 )n(T l ) = 10" 3 XlO 8 =10 5 cm" 3 , L = 10 i0 cm, and 0 = 45°. Note that the temperature is quite insensitive to these parameters-e.g., if n(T 2 ) = l0 2 cm" 3 , then T 2 is increased by only a factor of 3.
Equation (3) shows that when the higher temperature component has temperature T 2 ~ 4X10 8 K, then a density ratio of only n{T 2 )/n{T l )=10~1
> is sufficient to produce optically thick gyrosynchrotron emission at the tenth harmonic. This small number of high-temperature electrons should at the same time give negligible X-ray emission. We note that Swank and Johnson (1982) also detected a hot coronal component from Wolf 630AB with a temperature greater than 10 7 K and an emission measure perhaps one-third that of the cool component. Whether this hot component contains some plasma as hot as 4 X10 8 K cannot be determined from the Einstein data.
In order for the higher temperature electrons to produce the quiescent emission, however, the electron distribution must be maintained for long periods of time. There are two important time scales. First, the time for electrons of different temperatures to come into equilibrium is (Spitzer 1956) r eq = 0.006 Tÿ/y^T^s. 
where r 0 is the classical radius of the electron and y 2 = (1-jS 2 ) -1 . For T <10 10 K, t R is independent of temperature (or energy) and is 8900 s « 2.5 hours if B « 200 gauss. On the other hand, / eq depends on the ambient density and the temperature of the high-temperature electrons. For «(7\) =10 8 cm -3 and r 2 = 4X 10 8 K, ¿ eq = 440 s. The equilibrium time scale is similar to that of the observed decay time of some microwave flares (see, e.g., Fig. 2) , and would be consistent with the injection of high-temperature flare electrons into loops containing plasma at coronal temperatures and densities. The radiative time scale, on the other hand, is consistent with the observed factor-of-2 decrease in 6 cm flux from YY Gem in 2 hours on 1981 August 22. This decay time scale suggests the injection of high-temperature electrons into loops with low density [n(T 1 )< 5X10 6 cm -3 ]. The day-to-day variations in the 6 cm flux from Wolf 630AB thus imply changes in the creation rate for high-energy electrons, and the relatively constant (outside of flares) 6 cm flux from UV Cet implies a relatively constant creation rate according to this model.
Another problem is the occasionally high ( ~ 50%) circular polarization indicated in Table 2 . Numerical calculations by Dulk and Marsh (1982) show that for T ^ 1 the polarization is less than 20% for a power law distribution of electrons, and is zero for a Maxwellian distribution. Since x-mode optical depths are somewhat greater than o-mode optical depths at a given harmonic, the T = 1 surface for x-mode may be larger than for o-mode, but it is doubtful that this effect can account for polarization as high as 50%, especially at harmonics greater than about 5 or 6. The actual degree of polarization that can be obtained depends on many factors, however, and more work must be done before gyrosynchrotron emission can be accepted or ruled out on the basis of polarization.
We note that optically thick gyrosynchrotron emission will be formed at a surface where the resonance condition (for example, eq. [2]) is satisfied. Since the magnetic field depends on radial distance, a specific radial position and magnetic field will be in resonance for each frequency. Thus the microwave spectrum will be approximately Planckian, as modified by the change in area with frequency of the optical depth unity surface. When specific calculations of this spectrum are available, they should be tested by observations. Plasma emission.-For completeness, we briefly mention one other possible emission mechanism that may play a role in some stellar microwave sources. In analogy with solar metric type I storms, which are associated with solar active regions, the stellar sources may be due to plasma emission at the fundamental of the plasma frequency. Such emission is coherent, so that brightness temperatures in excess of the electron effective temperature can be achieved. Provided that the electron density in the source region is high enough (n e = 3X 10 11 cm -3 for emission at 4.9 GHz), the emission can reach brightness temperatures T b > 10 10 K, which allows a source size R < 0.12 R+ for UV Cet. Furthermore, the emission is inherently polarized, so 50% polarization is not difficult to explain. However, plasma emission from a region of density n e = 3x 10 11 cm 3 must traverse the overlying material in order to escape, and with a temperature of 10 6 K the optical depth for free-free absorption is t « 75. The free-free absorption can be reduced if a higher temperature is assumed, but this is inconsistent with the emission measure derived from X-ray observations. Thus, plasma emission at gigahertz frequencies can be ruled out for these sources.
We conclude that our original suggestion (Paper I), that the quiescent emission is due to gyrorésonance emission from hot extended coronae, requires source sizes and/or temperatures for x 1 Ori and the dMe stars that are larger than those observed for the dominant components of coronal emission measures. However, it is too early to rule out gyrorésonance emission, at least before coordinated simultaneous measurements of microwave emission and magnetic field strengths are made and before the temperatures of the hot component(s) of stellar coronae are available. An alternative mechanism is gyrosynchrotron emission from a small fraction ( <10 -3 ) of hot ( >10 8 K) electrons. Support for this suggestion is obtained from the measured electron distribution in the solar wind, where a similar situation exists. If the temperature r 2 »4xio
8 K is applied to the (R/R+ŸTh values in Table 2 , source sizes of R< 0.7 R* can account for the observed fluxes. c) YY Gem Phase Correlations Ichimura (1980, 1982) used Hß spectra of Y Y Gem to study the variation of Hß brightness, indicative of bright chromospheric plages, across the surfaces of both stars in this system. They found that in 1980 and 1981 the brightest plage region was on the center of the disk of the secondary star near phase 0.7. Also a number of authors have interpreted the out-of-eclipse photometric variations since 1948 as indicative of a dark starspot best visible at phases 0.6-0.8, and also located on the secondary star (Leung and Schneider 1978) . Our limited 6 cm data set is consistent with maximum but variable microwave flux at the same phase as the brightest plage and the dark starspot, but additional data are needed to confirm this correlation. This spatial correlation of microwave flux, bright plage, and dark (presumably magnetic) starspot, if confirmed by subsequent observations, is of great importance as it provides the first direct evidence that the emission process is magnetic in character, either gyrorésonance or gyrosynchrotron emission. For this reason, it is essential that it be confirmed by observing YY Gem and other stars for which the location of starspots is known.
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